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Increased industrial output and consumer 
consumption have led to the consistently 
high growth of Greater China’s consumers 
electronics markets. 

Rising demand for enhanced audio and visual experiences is stimulating upmarket trends across a range of 
categories, from laptops and mobile phones to televisions and video game consoles.  Only companies that are 
prepared for these changing consumer trends can stand out in these competitive markets.

Overview



Snapshot: Product Sectors



Mainland China is the world’s largest market for personal 
computers. Its Desktop PC segment is currently worth US$6.3 
million and expected to grow annually by 1.3% through 2023. 
For laptop and tablet, revenue amounts to US$39.8 million with a 
growth rate of 0.09% through 2023.

Mainland China is the world’s largest market for personal computers. Its Desktop PC segment is currently 
worth US$6.3 million and expected to grow annually by 1.3% through 2023. For laptop and tablet, 
revenue amounts to US$39.8 million with a growth rate of 0.09% through 2023.

Hong Kong’s IT equipment (computer and parts) imports in 2016 totaled US$42 billion. Desktop 
occupies the largest share of the market with 60.16%.

Taiwan’s desktop PC industry grew 2.1% year-on-year in 2017, with shipment volume reaching 12.2 
million units. Laptop (notebook) imports reached 132.4 million units.

Computers
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In terms of sales, Apple has the biggest share in the Taiwan 
market, with 65.9%, then Samsung (10.6%), OPPO (4.9%), Asustek 
(4.6%) and Huawei (4.2%).

Huawei (including the HONOR brand) leads Mainland China’s smartphone market with share 36%, 
followed by OPPO (19%) and Vivo (19%).

By 2021, around 80.69% of Hong Kong’s population (or 6 million users) are expected to be using 
smartphones.

Macao mobile cellphone imports reached $634.9 million in 2018.

Mobile Phones
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Mainland China’s television market is currently worth 
US42.3 million and expected to grow annually by 1.2% 
through 2023.

Mainland China’s television market is currently worth US42.3 million and expected to grow 
annually by 1.2% through 2023.

Television is a widely viewed medium in Hong Kong with an estimated daily audience of 2.46 
million households.

Taiwan’s television import totaled US$663,434. Most of the units were shipped from the United 
States.

Television
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China is expected to spend US$1.5 billion 
on console gaming by 2023. The industry 
generated US$767.1 million in revenue in 
2018.

In Hong Kong, the most used gaming devices are smartphones and tablets (65%), console 
(21%) and computer (14%).

30% of Taiwan’s 14.5 million gaming population play games using consoles.

Video Game Consoles

USD 767.1 million
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Trends

Demand for personal care products in Greater 
China is shifting decisively in favor of higher 
quality premium products.

There is strong demand for functional skin care products, particularly 

moisturizers and hydrating creams. Men’s skincare and cosmetics are 

becoming increasingly popular. For cosmetics, the ongoing trend 

is towards effortless application and smaller packaging. Meanwhile, 

products packaged in glass bottles are perceived by local consumers 

as premium. Increases in demand is being amplified by e-commerce 

platforms which have become consumers’ preferred avenue for personal 

care purchases.
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